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Using different blockchain technologies to trade
celebrity and social media influencer endorsed digital
assets.  

With Quencies, users can enjoy a more cost effective,
fair and fast transactions. 

 

INTRODUCTION



In a world where NFTs, cryptocurrency and blockchain technology have all become the
topic of interest in recent years. The clamor for more marketplaces where NFTs and
other digital assets can be traded has grown largely. With the immense increase in the
Cryptocurrency industry, the development of alternate platforms for financial
operations have been in the spotlight.

Many companies and people alike have tried to create platforms that simplify the financial
process through quick, reliable and private networks, Hence, the evolution of
decentralized financial framework has come into fruition and people have begun to
leverage on the possibilities. Although the decentralized formwork has simplified the way
financial operations in the digital space occur, there are still some issues. One of such
issues is the cross-chain movement of tokens.



The interconnectivity between NFTs and Cryptocurrency has continued to intrigue
people who are looking to get into the digital space. Interestingly, on the 11th of March
2021, an NFT that was associated with digital art sold for $69 million.

Furthermore, reports show that as at 2019, the total capitalization of NFTs stood at $210
million. By the following years, a total of 1,332,724 NFTs were traded. This eventually
increased the previous number to $315 million. With this information, it is regarded that
NFTs will create an alternative financial platform for people to not only be true but to
create pathways to financial liberation. Therefore, the competition to create a
marketplace is stiff. 
With this in mind, many people go on to create NFTs. It is faulty easy to create NFTs in
theory as all it takes is attaching a smart contract to the digital asset since it is created, and
further listing in an NFT marketplace. In actual sense, the practical side of things is difficult
but all still worth it.



A lot of heavyweight companies are looking into getting a taste or full slice of the NFT
cake recently. With major power moves by CEOs and influencers. With the power of
social media today, NFTs have grown significantly. Over 1 million active users of NFT
which has propelled the market growth to 299% and it continues to grow in 2021. 
 
NFTs are unique in their ability to represent an asset both physically and online. More
importantly, NFTs can be tied to Cryptocurrency by associating the token
cryptographically to the asset

WHAT IS NFT?

NFT is an acronym for non-fungible token that can represent any physical or digital asset
in the market. They are one-of-a-kind digital assets that can be bought like a property and
sold as one also. The NFTs can be bought as a proof or certificate of ownership for the
asset.



WHAT IS NFT?

Another reason for the popularity of NFTs is the inability for anyone to duplicate or forge
the records. Like cryptocurrency it has every record of transactions stored on its
respective blockchain, NFTs are also maintained by records on thousands of computers
for each transaction. People are paying millions of dollars for digital tokens which have
shone the light on this goldmine. However, the issues of paying exorbitant gas fees just for
creators, artists, musicians to feature their contact in different marketplace, has been
prevalent in recent times.

This is why Quencies has been established, to remove the issues creators face and
provide a viable platform for the effective trading of NFTs when their items are sold. 



Quencies 
Vision

To accelerate the adoption of
NFTs as an alternative
platform for creators, artist
and musicians to get reward
for their work



Quencies 
Mission

To create a secure,
transparent and honest
peer to see virtual asset
market for creators,
creditors and investors. 



Introducing
Quencies 



Quencies will provide real time
solutions to people real life
problems through easy, fast and
reliable transactions of specialized
tokens

It is decentralized platform which offers the users
to create a NFTs using either the Binance Smart
Chain or the Ethereum technology.  Quencies is
truly the first project to create a system that can
combine the two technologies to offer a more cost-
effective solution to users



Quencies is a non-fungible tokens (NFT) marketplace for digital assets. The platform
offers creators liberty to sell items like music, art, videos, gaming items, and other digital
valuable objects. Our platform is run on a decentralized system that secures all forms of
transactions on the blockchain network. 



There is now an understanding of the essence of NFTs in today's digital space. However,
the ease and transparency for trading NFTs can be an issue at times. With marketplaces
charging huge fees and the inadequacies of their platform in securing creators the full
rights for their work.

Users could be capable of adding their virtual belongings which include art, animation,

track films and track documents for free. Quencies are developing a fairer manner for
dealers to promote their belongings



Quencies Solutions

Creators have had a tough time being able to get rewards for
their work. This issue is one of the reasons Quencies is in
existence. We provide a platform where creators can upload
their digital content for free.



Users will be provided the option to put their items on auction or a
buy it now price. After selling the product, the seller can choose to
convert the digital asset into a non-fungible token.

We believe that this way of doing business will attract many creators
who do not need to spend their money on digital assets that may not
even fetch or cell auction bids higher than the gas fees. We firmly
believe that we can freely create great digital assets to attract the best
talents from all over the world.

EASY ACCESS FOR USERS



Quencies will also have its own social media platform so that users
can share information about NFTs

Quencies will also has its own social media platform where users can
share information via NEFT. Quencies on the platform also contain a
series of licensed NFTs from Hollywood, Bollywood, celebrities and
social media influencers.

SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKING



SCALABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

In a matter of performance, users of Quencis can enjoy fast and reliable
transactions both buyers and sellers of NFTs. Quencies Blockchain is built on
efficient networks such can be likened to microservices

Each service is responsible for its own tasks and incorporates with each other.
This allows users willing to run transaction with just one-click.

 



Proof of Stake

There is no room for forging or duplication. As the appropriate authorities
ensure that no user can duplicate or forge a trade.

In an instance where a user tries to do so. The authorities will kick out the
culprit immediately.



TRANsACTIONS

Each transaction hinges on a chain feature which is similar to what obtains in
the real world. Users can view at a glance a history of their transactions in real
time.

Our network is compatible with multiple currencies, cryptocurrency
exchanges, and blockchains with the ease through which we have simplified
the exchange for items and NFTs.



HOW DOES QUENCIES

WORK?



Quencies offers users the opportunity to buy and sell crypto related
products including gaming items, digital art, music, animation videos and
other items related to blockchain and cryptocurrency. 
 

The process through which creators get ample reward for their work is
simple. 

Content creators upload their digital asset on the Quencies platform,
decide which network they wish to deploy their NFT (Binance Smart
Chain or Ethereum) and then list it on the Quencies marketplace. Users
can decide if they wish to sell their NFT for a fixed price or auction it. 



QUE TOKEN



To be able to purchase an exciting array of digital assets on our
platform, users will need to have the QUE token. This native token
of Quencies will be used as a medium of exchange when
transacting digital assets. 

We will first launch the token on our marketplace, where our users
will get familiar with it and utilize the QUE for getting licensed NFTs.
Subsequently, we will incorporate the social media application of
the users to use the token there also. 

QUE TOKEN



Our QUE token will be available on various reputable exchanges
that support BEP-20 type, where users can buy them 

With the Que token directly listed on the exchanges, we will not
have a presale. 
QUE tokens are fast and reliable, they have a confirmation time
of 3 seconds. This is how long it takes for validators and other
relevant authorities to confirm the transaction.

QUE TOKEN



QUE token are fast and reliable, they have a confirmation
time fo 3 seconds. This is how long it takes for validators and
other relevant authorities to confirm the transaction.

The circulating supply of QUE will be 500,000,000 and these
tokens have been designed so that they can be burnt later. 

QUE TOKEN



NFT
Staking
Loyalty Programs
Colctibles
Gift Cards
Stable coins
Rewards
Supply chain
More...

You can create QUE Token for:



Quencies aims to provide all of the digital items based on
Blockchain technology. Quencies have teamed up with well
known A-list British and worldwide celebrities and influencers.
These celebrities are teaming up with Quencies to allow us to
create and sell licensed NFTs on their behalf. 

Items available on Quencies



PAYMENT SYSTEM



Quencies is based on decentralized system of Blockchain, so
it offers to make payments in blockchain-based currencies.

 Not only these methods of payments but Quencies also allow
social tokens and game currencies on www.quencies.io
because there are certain online groups that possess their
own and specific tokens. More information on payment
acceptances will be released near the launch of the
marketplace. 



CREATION OF ITEMS ON
BLOCKCHAIN 



Quencies offers to create some items on Blockchain. It is not
mandatory for user to be a developer to mint the item of their own
choice.

 

Quencies is always there to help and guide to mint new items and
NFTs without spending anything, everything without a single line of
code. 

A developer can easily get access to Quencies and can develop his
own smart contract for digital items and collectibles, games and other
exceptional digital items on the digital platform of blockchain. On the
developer page, there is bulk of information for the developers and
guidelines for the documentation on Quencies.



MARKET SHARE



Big name brands are increasingly entering the space, creating
lucrative NFT-based consumer goods and services; including fashion
and luxury brands like Nike, Louis Vuitton and Breitling creating
virtual fashion products. 

Sports brands like Turner Sports, NBA, F1 and PSG, as well as
entertainment brands like BBC, Warner Music, and Paramount
creating online collectables games video, game studios like Ubisoft
and Atari creating virtual worlds, games and tokens; and tech
companies like IBM, AMD and Samsung creating new services and
utilities.



QUE TOKEN METRICS

Crowdsale
47.1%

Team
23.5%

Liquidity Pool 
8.2%

Community Grants
5.9%

Partnerships
5.9%

Bounties
3.5%

Advisors  5.9%



QUENCIES USE OF PROCEEDS

Software Development
43.5%

Marketing and Business Development
21.7%

Legal Expenses
21.7%

Community Development
7.6%

Advisors  5.9%



Quencies is a UK-based organization that works with internal
developers to create a fairer market for digital assets. We hope that all
developers around the world can create and supply NFTs to ensure
financial stability and freedom.


